


SSID ( Shruti Sodhi Interior Design )originated in India, yet has a global vision when 
it comes to delivering luxury modern furniture. Having a complete design background 
marks its edge for the brand per say design credibility. S.S.I.D. originated few years ago and found its way up in designing 
all the big league projects like 5 stars Clark’s and Marriotts to name a few. Also had the opportunity to design a few hundred 
apartments for one of the biggest international company by the name of Bridgestreet. We have designed and delivered 
projects PAN INDIA Vishakhpatnam, Goa, Manali, Delhi NCR, Bangalore, Gujarat to name a few. 
Our client profile finds itself in the league politicians, celebrities and senior government officials. 
We have marked our presence and brought the essence of so many years of practice into our furniture 
line. We reside in the hearts of many through design but if your to find us we have a office space in 
Greater Kailash-1 & shortly to add Dubai address .



Authenticity , simplicity and impeccable craftsmanship are what we believe in.
In essence, we believe in good design.
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Styling

As soul is to body styling is to design.
A place might look finished with all the beautiful furniture accessories 
but without right styling its incomplete. Our projects are well curated and 
extra sensitive to detailing. Our ‘new friends colony’ project is well styled 
adding grace to the luxury furniture manufactured by our company.

SSID
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This feeling of hesitation can happen to a statement piece of 
furniture. Sometimes, you so want the furniture but realize it 
is so grand it will not fit into your home.
However, unusual, different and grand pieces always find 
a way  into the design story of your home  depending upon 
where they are placed and how they are placed...
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Drawing Room

Some piece of furniture become a statement because they stand 
out from the rest and compliment the overall décor of a room. It 
can be any piece of furniture with certain conspicuous features 
that go more than just being functional.
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Dining tables are familiar accent pieces. Look 
for a modern dining table that shines because of 
its material, finish, design and style suiting your 
Decor.
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Living Room

Small seatings are great accents. It may be made of 
unconventional materials or simply upholstered, 
painted or mirrored. 
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Master Bedroom

‘‘Be faithful to your own taste, because nothing 
you really like is ever out of style’’.
- Billy Baldwin
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Master Bedroom

Some corners of the house should be created for a purpose.
Everytime we design a space we try to create these corners 
for love,corners to find peace and self time also corners to 
re-discover oneself and rejuvenate.
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Guest Bedroom

While Classic Walnut can be implemented into almost 
any color scheme, it works best when designing an 
earth tone room, as it provides the perfect canvas for 
sage green, taupe, tan, and even pops of bold, lava 
red and burnt orange.
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C-11, Greater Kailash-1, Delhi-110048

shruti@shrutisodhi.in
+91 11-47999882


